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"The RNA World scenario…. is hardly falsifiable and is extremely difficult to 
verify due to a great number of holes in the most important parts.” 

—Eugene Koonin  

This epigram from an open peer review of a published description of the RNA world hypothesis 
[1] expresses, better than we can, the status of the prevailing hypothesis about the origins of 
life. The hypothesis itself can be summarized simply in its entirety:  the earliest biological 
molecules were RNA catalysts capable of self-replication. The “holes in the most important 
places” include that:  

i. Inheritance of such RNA molecules required, minimally, faithfully copying many 
hundreds of bases, but left no molecular fossils with properties expected of such putative 
“founding ribozymal replicator”. Their absence underscores the importance of the few 
legitimate molecular fossils that have been identified [e.g. 2; and references therein]. 

ii. The hypothesis is mute concerning how the impact of these ancestral RNA molecules on 
the earth’s chemistry self-organized a supporting metabolism. 

a. The primary enabling effect of catalysis is to synchronize metabolic reactions whose 
uncatalyzed rates differ by >20 powers of ten at ambient temperatures.  

b. Ribozymes tend to stabilize transition-states largely by substrate alignment, or 
favorable and temperature-independent entropic changes that cluster around a far 
smaller dynamic range.  

c. Protein catalysts form strong binding interactions to the transition state, whose 
strengths increase as temperature decreases, assuring that synchronization could 
survive large changes in the earth’s temperature. 

d. Catalytic RNA is thus inherently far less capable than proteins of synchronizing 
chemical reactions with very different rates.  

iii. Most strikingly, the hypothesis cannot explain how molecular parasites created and 
sustained by such replicators in an RNA world also created proteins—a vastly more 
powerful class of molecular catalysts, whose production and function require 
accumulation and inheritance of substantial physicochemical information about amino 
acid behavior. 

a. The RNA World fails to account for the necessary assignment catalysts to make 
proteins according to a computational templating mechanism—the sine qua non of 
genetics.  

b. An RNA world provides no selective advantage for taking over such RNA parasites 
with an inferior, binary coding system whose bidirectional ancestry is now documented 
experimentally and in the subsequent phylogeny of protein aaRS.  

c. The RNA world furnishes no dynamic algorithm to explain the miraculously rapid 
discovery, from among the possible genetic codes, of an infinitesimally small fraction 
with optimal robustness and consistency with bidirectional genetic coding.  
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INTRODUCTION:    Two  barriers  to  the  self-‐organization  of  coding.  
There is no disagreement that nucleic acids were instrumental to the origin of life because they 
served as a heritable repository for information that nature accumulated as it created biology. 
Our thinking diverges substantively from the canonical framework by questioning how that 
information came to be embedded in RNA. Biological information emerges in two distinct forms. 
One is represented by the sequences of triplet codons, in what became messenger RNA, of 
those polypetide sequences that can both fold and function as catalysts; the other by the codon 
table embedded in transfer RNA sequences, and which furnishes the rules used today by 
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRS) to convert mRNA sequences repeatedly and faithfully first 
into correct primary sequences of amino acids, and subsequently, via folding, into functional 
proteins.  

Protein enzymes synchronize all metabolic reactions today. The apparent difficulty of evolving 
peptide catalysts from scratch suggested that the modest ability of self-splicing RNAs to 
accelerate phosphoryl transfer reactions might be the vestige of a substantially larger repertoire 
of ribozymal catalysts. All were eventually taken over by proteins somehow “invented”  by those 
primordial RNAs. Little trace remains in contemporary biology of any such ribozymes. We 
summarize here an extensive critique of the “RNA World” hypothesis, from both experimental [3] 
and theoretical [4] standpoints. 

The most serious doubts that ribozyme catalyzed metabolism preceded protein synthesis are 
rooted in fundamental obstacles facing the self-organization of genetic coding articulated first 
by Manfred Eigen, who summarized the problems associated with copying polymeric sequence 
information [5-8] and elaborated subsequently by others, in relation to its translation [9-17] in 
pursuit of a theoretical basis for the emergence of coding. These obstacles assume three forms: 

(i) Information processing errors limit the lengths of genes that can be sustained without 
catastrophic degradation. Eigen’s solution was to divide genetic statements into smaller chunks 
that could be replicated more accurately, and whose interdependence to form hypercycles 
assured their mutual survival. 

(ii) Differentiation of new functions was difficult, if not impossible, as long as amino acid 
sequence space was sparsely populated. Large “moats” of non-functional sequences 
surrounded all functional “genes”, so mutational trajectories eventually returned to the 
population centroid. Strong attraction to centroid sequences has also been observed by Michael 
Levitt [18] in simulated evolutionary trajectories. 

(iii) A tiny fraction of the possible codon tables is as robust to mutation as is the universal 
genetic coding table [19]. Of that fraction, codes consistent with bidirectional coding probably 
represent a correspondingly small fraction. Such an unusual code could not have been 
discovered randomly, so the search must therefore have been accelerated by an efficient feed-
back algorithm, much as installing a computer system begins with a small kernel of instructions 
capable of bootstrapping a much more complex instruction set. 

Thus, in our view the key challenge is to understand how (i) emerging, error-ridden systems of 
inheritance, (ii) low-dimensional coding, and gene expression were able to (iii) populate both 
sequence and structure spaces with diverse inherited proteins whose ancestries can be linked 
persuasively to the sequences of contemporary descendants. We assemble what we feel is a 
convincing and multi-faceted case that bidirectional coding of ancestral aaRS [2], combined with 
nanoenvironment sensing of the amino acid phase transfer equilibria [20-22] provided the 
necessary intrinsic self-organizational feedback to engineer solutions to each obstacle [3].  

Moreover, the dynamic equations for the population variables [4] show that the selective 
disadvantages of hybrid systems, and the thermodynamic drive to minimize dissipative free 
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energy losses [23-25] probably coupled the evolution of nucleic acid replication and gene 
expression so tightly that they must have co-evolved from intrinsically complementary structural 
and chemistry [26,27]. 

DIFFERENTIATION:    THE  AARS  CLASS  DIVISION  DECISIVELY  PARTITIONED  SEQUENCE  
SPACE.  
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases translate the genetic code by activating amino acids and acylating 
tRNA. Our experimental deconstruction of Class I and II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase 
superfamilies [2,28-37], together with the identification of separately localized recognition 
elements in their specific tRNAs [20-22,38] now provide substantive inferences about the rise of 
genetic coding. Specifically, their respective superfamily ancestries in the bidirectional genetic 
coding of a single gene both ancestral Class I and II synthetases [29,39,30] assured both 
differentiation and survival. Catalysis of amino acid activation by 46-residue peptides translated 
from opposite strands of the same designed bidirectional gene shows that genetic coding could 
have evolved from simple, low-fidelity ancestral peptides. Moreover, bidirectional coding creates 
inversion symmetries in aaRS primary, secondary, and tertiary structures, that decisively 
differentiated two coding specificities from the very beginning.  

The aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are not monophyletic, but descend from two distinct lineages 
[40] with very limited structural similarity [41,2]. A central challenge facing the aminoacyl-tRNA 
synthetase field has been to understand why Nature needed two different families of aminoacyl-
tRNA synthetases to activate all 20 amino acids. We recently provided evidence [20-22] that this 
puzzling Class division reflects the phase transfer equilibria that form a 2D physicochemical 
“basis set” for nature’s 3D building blocks: 

(i) Transfer free energies from vapor and water to cyclohexane are necessary and sufficient to 
explain the distribution of amino acid side chains in folded proteins (Fig. 1). Class I amino acids 
have larger side chains and they distribute significantly into the cores of folded proteins. Class II 
amino acids have smaller side chains and distribute to protein surfaces.  

(ii) Because of the logarithmic scale in Fig. 1, amino acid diversity is vastly greater than that of 
nucleic acid bases. In fact, any four-letter alphabet containing 2 aa each from Class I and II 
would span, on average, 50-fold greater surface area enabling exponentially greater chemical 
diversity.  

The Class I and II aaRS have parallel structural phylogenies (Fig. 2). Like Russian Matryoshka 
dolls, Class I and II aaRS families reveal that successively smaller modular catalysts can be 
isolated and their function assayed. Bars under each construct correspond in color to the 
different modules we identified and the order in which we deleted them experimentally, to make 
catalytic domains, Urzymes, and most recently Protozymes, that retain the most highly 
conserved portions from the preceding construct.    
Vertical histograms show that Urzyme and Protozyme transition-state stabilization free energies 
are 60% and 40% of those of full-length aaRS. The progression of structural variation, 
enhanced catalytic activity, and higher fidelity imply that these constructs resemble snapshots in 
the parallel evolution of both synthetase classes. That conclusion is supported by linear 
increases in ΔGkcat/KM that exhibit the same intercepts and slopes for constructs over an 8-fold 
range from both aaRS Classes [29][29][29][29]. 

Although Urzymes are remarkable catalysts, they are relatively non-specific (Fig. 3). Urzymes 
exhibit a complete set of functions observed for full-length aaRS:  they accelerate amino acid 
activation with ATP, exhibit pre-steady-state bursts characteristic of tight binding to the activated 
amino acids, and catalyze aminoacylation of cognate tRNAs. Thus, they represent a rather 
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sophisticated stage in overall synthetases evolution. Yet, experimental ΔGkcat/KM values for 
amino acid activation by ATP show that Class I LeuRS and Class II HisRS Urzymes have 
similar and complementary specificities (Fig. 3). More negative histograms imply more active 
amino acid substrates. LeuRS Urzyme prefers Class I substrates; HisRS Urzyme prefers Class 
II substrates, both by ~–1 kcal/mole. That specificity differential would have allowed aaRS 
Urzymes to choose an amino acid from the correct Class about 80% of the time. 
Modern synthetases prefer their cognate amino acids by ~5.5 kcal/mole, which enables them to 
choose the correct amino acid out of twenty approximately 99.99 % of the time. Interestingly, 
the additional specificity of the contemporary full-length aaRS appears to come entirely from 
allosteric influences on the Urzymes from more contemporary sequences [42,43]. 
AARS Urzymes are thus too promiscuous to support more than “statistical ensembles” of 
peptides, as hypothesized by Carl Woese [44-46]. They thus would have had the properties of 
quasispecies—a collection of related sequences centered around the most active sequence that 
in contemporary biology is normally associated with rapidly mutating viruses [47], but which has 
considerable relevance when considering the early evolution of all biological sequences under 
regimes when copying was relatively unfaithful. 

The Rodin-Ohno hypothesis of ancestral bi-directional coding of Class I and II aaRS makes 
three different kinds of testable predictions. (i) Those portions that can be aligned sense/and 
antisense should be the most highly conserved modules, and should retain catalytic activity. (ii) 
The coding sequences themselves should retain the trace of such coding in a higher frequency 
of middle codon-base pairing. (iii) It should be possible to construct a bona fide sense/antisense 
gene and show that both strands code for functional amino acid activating enzymes. 

Our published experiments confirm each of these predictions [2,28,29,39,30,33,32,34,35]. The 
first ancestral Class I and Class II aaRSs were therefore very probably coded by opposite 
strands of the same ancestral gene. 

The most highly conserved secondary structures of Class I and II aaRS are found in the 46-
residue protozymes. Both protozymes contain an α helix flanked by N- and C-terminal β 
strands, hence have similar secondary structures in antiparallel orientation. However, codons 
for all aliphatic and other nonpolar side chains that form the cores of proteins are anticodons, in 
the reverse direction, for highly polar side chains. This peculiarity of the genetic universal 
genetic code [48] ensures that surfaces of both heptapeptide and binary periodicities of helices 
and extended strands will have opposite polarities. For this reason, their resulting tertiary 
structures are essentially inside-out. 

Conserved residues in the two active sites are drawn from amino acids activated by the 
opposite Class (Fig. 4). Although amino acids from both aaRS Classes are used throughout the 
tertiary structures of both aaRS Classes, use of amino acids as catalytic residues is distinctively 
segregated. Class I aaRS active sites provide electrostatic transition state stabilization using 
Class II amino acid residues lysine, serine, histidine, threonine, aspartic acid, and glycine, 
positioned with conserved proline residues. Class II active sites coordinate active-site Mg2+ ions 
with conserved glutamate residues and ATP phosphates and adenine heterocycle with 
conserved arginine residues. Both glutamate and arginine are Class I amino acids.  

This mutual catalytic interdependence has two consequences:  

 It rules out sequential appearance of one Class before the other. 

 It establishes a tight, hypercycle-like interdependence, assuring survival. 

Bidirectional genetic coding of opposite synthetase classes means that codons specifying the 
order of amino acids in a protein by one of the two strands are, effectively, as different as 
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possible from those on the opposite strand. An important consequence is that the mutational 
trajectory taking either strand into its complement is necessarily as long as possible. The two 
complementary coding strands are maximally differentiated! Consequences of bidirectional 
genetic coding—similar secondary structures with opposite polarities, inside-out tertiary 
structures, and strict segregation in the use of catalytic residues in their active sites—ensure 
that this decisive differentiation remains applicable at all hierarchical levels of the encoded 
proteins.  

Bidirectional coding of the earliest genes, including the ancestral aaRS Genes, thus provided a 
definitive mechanism for populating distinctly different regions of sequence space. Additionally, 
the higher-order structures, mechanisms, and substrates of the two classes of synthetases, and 
even the configuration of the ATP binding sites [(See Fig. 2 ref 49)] are also all differentiated by 
the inversion relationship inherent in bidirectional coding. As a consequence, bidirectional 
coding surmounted the fundamental barrier to quasispecies differentiation. Moreover, mutual 
interdependence at the mechanistic level assured survival. 
NANOENVIRONMENTAL   SENSING   CREATED   REFLEXIVITY,   ACCELERATING  
DISCOVERY  OF  AN  OPTIMAL  CODE.  
The contemporary genetic code maps fold-determining amino acid physical chemistry onto 
tRNA identity elements in the acceptor stem and anticodon, creating, only in peptides, the 
reflexivity necessary to bootstrap the genetic code by accelerating searches through nucleic 
acid and protein sequence spaces for functionally matching genetic software and protein 
hardware.  

The genetic code is massively improbable. There are perhaps 1065 ways to build a code. How, 
then, did Nature discover one so optimal in such a short time? Wolfenden and Carter worked 
out important parts of the answer:  amino acid physical chemistry underlies both protein folding 
and the code [20-22]. 

Models for the ancestry of both tRNAs and aaRSs [50,51], suggest that the tRNA acceptor stem 
carries an earlier “operational RNA code” within the acceptor stem, allowing synthetase catalytic 
domains and the acceptor-TΨC stem-loops of tRNAs to mediate protein synthesis. 
Aminoacylation is efficiently catalyzed by Urzymes [33], which are even smaller than the aaRS 
catalytic domains, and therefore cannot possibly recognize tRNA anticodons. That observation 
lent substantial support to the proposal of an operational RNA code, pointedly raising the 
question:  of what did that code consist?  
Amino acid phase transfer free energies correlate with tRNA identity elements. To determine 
what the acceptor stem looking for in a suitable aaRS, we examined correlations between the 
acceptor stem (and anticodon) identity elements [52] and various physical metrics of the twenty 
amino acids. Potential predictors were formed by representing each acceptor stem and 
anticodon identity element base with a binary code; two digits per base (denoting, respectively, 
whether two (-1) or three (1) H-bonds are formed when it base pairs and whether the base is a 
pyrimidine (1) or a purine (-1). Regression models for the phase transfer equilibria of the twenty 
amino acids side-chains as linear combinations of the resulting columns facilitated the 
identification of predictive correlations between these predictors and two experimental metrics 
characteristic of each amino acid:  its free energies of transfer, respectively from vapor and 
water to cyclohexane.  
These models showed that acceptor stem bases form a complete code for the free energies of 
transfer from vapor to cyclohexane, which correlate closely to the side chain size, but not for 
their polarities given for transfer from water to cyclohexane, which are coded instead by the 
anticodon bases [21].  
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Amino acid phase transfer equilibria are also strongly correlated to protein folding. [21,22]. 
Thus, the polarity and size of the twenty amino acids form a “combinatorial table” with which to 
build proteins, in analogy to the periodic table that organizes atoms [20]. Linking amino acid 
phase transfer equilibria to both folding and the choice of mRNA codons convincingly unifies 
Crick’s adaptor hypothesis [53] with his central dogma of Molecular Biology [54] (Fig. 5).  
That unification illuminates a computational strange loop:  aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are 
reflexive because they are made according to rules they themselves enforce. An important role 
of such reflexivity is feedback. Only those peptides whose amino acid sequences dictate 
formation of persistent three-dimensional structures with specific binding pockets for amino acid 
and tRNA substrates will be able to aminoacylate tRNA with appropriate amino acids. That 
functional criterion feeds back to condition the choice, not only of codon sequences in potential 
genes, but also for the tRNA identity elements associated with the codons for each amino acid. 
Thus, reflexivity itself is, in turn, something that would have been selected much more rapidly 
from among peptides made as a consequence of aminoacylation by peptide aaRSs than from 
among RNA molecules, which obey entirely different folding rules. 

BOOTSTRAPPING  BIOLOGY’S  OPERATING  SYSTEM  
Significant consequences from the two preceding sections include: 

(i) Protein aaRS evolution substantially accelerated the search for an optimal code:  Koonin has 
acknowledged [55] that the probability of embedding the information necessary to implement a 
self-sustaining RNA world is far too small to realize in a single universe, and hence would 
require the resources of multiverses. This acknowledgment is especially crippling because 
systems based entirely on RNA folding rules have no intrinsic self-organizational feedback 
circuit, and would require natural selection to sense functional consequences of inserting 
specific amino acids into a protein polymer. Coded peptides, in contrast, naturally furnish the 
differentiation and reflexivity necessary to accelerate the search for codes with optimal 
properties like those of the universal genetic code. 

(ii) Hybrid coding systems necessarily degrade specificity [4]. The differential equations 
governing protein production by both ribozymal and protein aaRSs show that the system with 
the higher error rate will adversely impact the overall error rate. Hence, purifying selection would 
be expected to eliminate the less-sophisticated system. As protein-based aaRS likely 
descended from a system with one or at most two bits of coding capacity [29], no ribozymal 
system could ever have operated with higher coding capacity. 

(iii) Minimizing dissipative losses requires that transcription/replication and translation error rates 
be comparable throughout the early evolution of the two processes, necessarily coupling their 
evolution by Informational “impedance-matching” [3]. 

These conclusions argue persuasively that all key elements of the Central Dogma of Molecular 
Biology and the universal genetic code arose nearly simultaneously, and from simple origins in 
a peptide•RNA partnership, in a manner analogous to previously described Gene-Replicase-
Translatase systems modeled by simulations [56,57] and as suggested originally [58]. 

The translation machinery has been justly described as “biology’s Operating System” [59]. 
Although an appropriate metaphor, the computational essence to which those authors refer is 
not actually the ribosome itself, the universal genetic code and the machinery necessary to 
implement it, namely the set of tRNAs and aaRS. Thus, the evolutionary history of that 
machinery is tantamount to installing an operating system. 

Installing a computer operating system requires a minimal instruction set capable of 
bootstrapping a full instruction set. The minimal instruction set resides in ROM and is referred to 
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as a “boot-block”. It initiates the booting process. We argue that the “boot block” for biology’s 
OS combined a bidirectional gene encoding ancestral Class I and II aaRS with the nano-
environmental sensing that made generating functional aaRS dependent on protein folding (Fig. 
6). 

The 46-residue peptides forming the ATP binding sites of the Class I and II aaRS both bind ATP 
tightly and accelerate amino acid activation by ~106-fold. Adapting the protein design program, 
Rosetta, to impose gene complementarity, we constructed amino acid sequences to stabilize 
their folds. Catalytically important residues were fixed, as they already had complementary 
codons. To validate experimental assays, we mutated catalytic residues H18 and R113. All four 
resulting distinct Protozymes—two Class I, two Class II, two with WT sequences, and two with 
genetically complementary coding sequences—both accelerate amino acid activation by 106-
fold [29]. 
The Protozyme gene codes for amino acid activating enzymes with two different specificities, 
each presumably preferring amino acids from its Class as we showed is true for the Urzymes 
[39,30]. Translated peptides fold as indicated by the two folding equilibria, which are governed 
by the phase equilibria in the ellipse. This nanoenvironmental sensing creates unique binding 
pockets with catalytic residues, thereby converting the translated sequences into reflexive 
catalysts:  when folded, they can execute the rules by which their sequences were chosen. 
The putative boot block uncovers a critically important difference between ribozymal and 
peptide translatases. RNA folding rules rely primarily on maximizing hydrogen bonding between 
complementary bases. Thus, they are distinct from protein folding rules, which arise from a 
more sophisticated interaction between amino acid side-chain size and polarity [20-22]. Thus, 
no amino acid activating ribozymes could execute coding rules related to protein folding, and a 
population of ribozymes searching for an optimal code would require the slow, extrinsic 
feedback cycle of natural selection, which acts on system phenotype at whatever level 
corresponded to an organism! Moreover, differential equations that describe the behavior of 
these two schemes [4] show that any hybrid system would eliminate the less sophisticated by 
purifying selection, preventing takeover of ribosomal translation by protein enzymes. Asking 
natural selection to evolve translation from a collection of ribozymes is tantamount to asking a 
mechanic to assemble an internal combustion engine without a milling machine. 
When translation is mediated by aaRS enzymes, tRNA coding rules are intrinsically sensitive to 
protein folding rules. Self-organization by-passes the need for natural selection to choose the 
code. That difference massively accelerated the organization of the code. These conclusions 
are reinforced in the next section when we consider dissipative phenomena brought about by 
errors. 

MINIMIZING  DISSIPATIVE  ENERGY  AND  INFORMATION  LOSSES.  
Polymer biosynthesis in contemporary biology is sharply differentiated:  proteins are assembled 
by the ribosome, which is a ribozyme. DNA and RNA are invariably synthesized by 
polymerases, which are proteins. The emergence of what we now understand as “biology” 
invariably must entail the emergence of protein replicases, posing a question analogous in detail 
to that posed by the emergence of the protein aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Our treatment of 
the latter question answers the former. To wit, it is much more probable that protein 
polymerases always catalyzed RNA and DNA synthesis than that ribozymal replicases ever 
evolved! We elaborate below. 

Living things dissipate free energy [60]. Moreover, inasmuch as no information transfer process 
is error free, information flow is also subject to dissipative losses. Indeed, a significant portion of 
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the (structural) information accumulated by both aaRS and polymerases has likely been 
selected because by enhancing specificity, it has reduced dissipative informational losses 
[2,42,43].  

Pathways that rapidly refined the choices of codons in the coding table and explored nucleic 
acid codon and amino acid sequence spaces were intimately connected to the time required. It 
should not be surprising, therefore, to discover significant analogies, if not homologies, between 
such evolutionary questions and the physics of mechanical and electrical engineering 
processes. The central question is how nature minimizes dissipative losses [24] of free energy 
and information. We adapt recent results emerging from the generalization of impedance 
matching [61,62] to bring the physical principle of least action [25,63] to bear on identifying 
factors that influenced the efficiency of the resulting evolutionary path. What emerges is a 
surprising conclusion:  the smallest diffusive losses in both free energy and information will 
occur if the error rates of replication and translation are “matched” in the sense of impedance 
matching in an electrical circuit. That conclusion is validated by the coupling evident in 
differential equations [4] for the two processes, and reinforced by an argument parallel to the 
improbability of crude peptide translatases taking over from a sophisticated ribozymal coding 
world.  

The noise-to-signal ratio of information processing systems, N/S, represents the opposition to 
information transfer, or impedance, by analogy with the impedance of an electrical circuit. 
Complexity, Ψ, can be expressed as bits of information per unit monomer processed. These two 
variables are related by a tolerance hyperbola, N/S = εmin/Ψ. Here, εmin is a constant efficiency, 
which has been estimated at 70% by Schneider [64] for systems like repressors. 

Consider genes as the source, proteins as the load; the argument implies that replication and 
translation errors must remain coupled throughout evolution to minimize free energy dissipation 
during growth of complexity. High error rates are compatible only with low complexity, which can 
rise only as errors are brought under control by increased fidelity. The alphabet size of the 
codon table is thus an impedance matcher. As for a bicycle derailleur, a 2-letter alphabet is the 
lowest gear. Increasing alphabet size and bandwidth enable informational impedance matching 
and facilitate the emergence of increasing complexity [3]. 

CONCLUSIONS  
Eugene Koonin, a balanced and insightful advocate for the RNA World Hypothesis [23,55,65], 
acknowledges without irony [55] that the RNA world is impossibly improbable!  

Four billion years no doubt hid many details of how translation emerged. What was overwritten 
and/or lost from view has, however, recently become experimentally accessible through 
structural biology—experimental dissection and characterization of the two aaRS superfamilies 
[2,30,31], protein design and biochemistry [29] new methods of phylogenetic analysis [32], and 
characterization of the amino acid side chain phase transfer behavior [20-22]. The answer to the 
question:  why study the origin of translation—now? is:  because we can.	  
Independently of that work, computational simulations of the requirements for introducing 
genetic coding into emergent biology [15,16,66,17,67,57,13,11,68,10,69,56] confirmed and 
elaborated on the conclusions of earlier work [70,71,5-8]. That work, together with the study of 
problems posed by molecular parasites [72-76] and the increasing clarity with which error 
thresholds and their influence must be understood [77] has characterized to an unprecedented 
extent the nature of the problems that must have been overcome by Nature in order for genetic 
coding to emerge. 
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We are fortunate to have been able to assemble the experimental work into the context of the 
theoretical studies. What we have found is that what initially appeared as curiosities—evidence 
for ancestral bidirectional coding of the two synthetase Classes, the extended inversion 
symmetries in higher-order structure and functionality resulting from in the experimental work, 
and the strong correlations between amino acid physical chemistry and both protein folding and 
the tRNA identity elements used by synthetases to recognize cognate tRNAs—fit like a hand in 
a glove into the landscape painted by the theoretical studies. 

The resulting answers shape our understanding of the proteome, and more! Thus, no matter 
how much remains unknown, sufficient knowledge has emerged about the evolution of the 
aaRS to shift the focus of the origin of translation from a highly improbable system of ribozymal 
translatases to an eminently natural system of rudimentary peptide aaRS. That shift doubtless 
increases the probability that the origin of genetics could have overcome both Eigen’s obstacles 
within a terrestrial timeframe: 

i. Bi-directional aaRS coding decisively partitioned sequence space, enabling differentiation and 
creating hypercyle-like interdependence to stabilize and assure survival of multiple genetic 
units. 

ii. Amino acid physical chemistry is essential for protein folding and an optimal genetic code. 

iii. Reflexivity, necessary and sufficient for the growth of complexity [78], emerges only if protein 
folding is incorporated into the feedback loop driving selection of molecular species. Reflexivity 
enabled boot-strapping to accelerate discovery of an optimal code via self-organization. 

iv. Differential equations for hybrid ribozyme-protein enzyme translation behavior confirm the 
intuitive notion that inferior peptide based aaRS or polymerases could never have “taken over” 
from a more sophisticated, pre-existing ribozyme-based systems [4]. 

v. (i-iv) imply that the RNA World is neither necessary nor epistemologically useful. Coded 
peptides have always been more potent, diverse catalysts than ribozymes. 

vi. The need to balance replication/translation error rates to minimize free energy dissipation 
strongly implies that the genetic code grew by incorporating small numbers of new letters and 
that evolution of inheritance, and gene expression had to have proceeded such that the 
inevitable error rates of one process were matched to those of the other. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Chemical diversity of monomers found in proteins and nucleic acids. Phase transfer 
free energies for the size and polarity of the amino acids are described in [21,22]. Those of the 
nucleic acid bases are described in [79]. The chemical diversity of proteins is enhanced by the 
significant separation in the y-axis direction, which emphasizes the significant difference 
between the sizes of Class I (red) and Class II (blue) amino acid side chains. 

Figure 2. Deconstruction of Class I tryptophanyl (PDB ID 1MAU)- and II histidyl (PDB ID 2EL9)-
tRNA synthetases into successively smaller fragments that retain catalytic activity 
[30,31,33,43,34,36]. Graphics for smaller constructs are derived from coordinates of the full 
length enzymes. Colored bars underneath each structure denote the modules contained within 
each structure; white segments are deleted. The number of amino acids in each construct is 
noted. Measured catalytic rate enhancements relative to the uncatalyzed second-order rate, 
(kcat/KM)/knon, are plotted on vertical scales aligned in the center of the figure and colored from 
blue to red. (Adapted from .[27]).  

Figure 3. Amino acid specificity spectra of Class I LeuRS and Class II HisRS2 Urzymes. The 
net free energy for specificity of Class I and II Urzymes for cognate (ref) vs heterologous amino 
acids (i), ie., DG(kcat/KM)ref – DG(kcat/KM)amino acid (i), is approximately 1 kcal/mole for both Class I 
and II Urzymes (center). Class I amino acids are blue; Class II amino acids are green. Bold 
colors denote substrates from the homologous Class, pastel colors denote heterologous 
substrates (Adapted from [28]). 

Figure 4. Active sites of Class I (blue) and Class II (red) aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Binding 
sites for ATP and amino acid are buried in Class I, and much closer to the surface in Class II 
aaRS. Conserved active-site residues that motivated Rodin and Ohno to advance their 
sense/antisense coding hypothesis (labeled spheres) are drawn exclusively from the set of 
substrates activated by the other class, as indicated by respective colors. B. Exclusive use of 
catalytic residues drawn from the opposite amino acid class enforces a strong interdependence 
with significant parallels to hypercyclic interdependence described by Eigen as a solution to the 
problem of sustaining meaningful sequence information at high error rates. 

Figure 5. Incorporating the physical chemistry of amino acid side chain phase transfer free 
energies into protein folding and genetic coding unifies Crick’s adaptor hypothesis about the 
need for transfer RNA [53] with his Central Dogma of Molecular Biology [54], which is 
represented by the orange-brown triangle at the top of the tetrahedron formed by linkages of all 
three of its vertices with the amino acid transfer free energies at the bottom vertex. This figure 
clarifies biological relationships between chemistry (deterministic) and biology (Darwinian) and 
between fixed and variable components of living organisms (Adapted from [20] and [3]). 

Figure 6. Experimental characterization of bidirectional coding in early ancestral amino acyl-
tRNA synthetase evolution (represented by the bi-colored gene at the center [2]) and coding 
relationships associated with tRNA identity-determining bases (Green ellipse; [20]) reveal 
important elements of a minimal, efficient feedback loop (arrows) that is necessary and 
sufficient to drive the search for an optimal genetic code. Analogy with the installation of a 
computer operating system suggests the term “boot block” to describe this feedback loop. 
Central to this notion is that gene sequences on opposite strands of the ancestral gene were 
able, when subjected to the physical forces in water (the green ellipse) and consequent protein 
folding to convert their primary amino acid sequences into three-dimensional structures capable 
of specific recognition of both amino acid and tRNA substrates (ribbon cartoons). These folded 
structures then, together, assumed responsibility for enforcing the very rules by which they were 
originally synthesized. This configuration has the elements of self-recognition necessary and 
sufficient to form a computational closed-loop as described by Hofstadter [78].  
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free energies for the size and polarity of the amino acids are described in [21,22]. Those of the 
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Fig. 2. 

Figure 2. Deconstruction of Class I tryptophanyl (PDB ID 1MAU)- and II histidyl (PDB ID 2EL9)-
tRNA synthetases into successively smaller fragments that retain catalytic activity 
[30,31,33,43,34,36]. Graphics for smaller constructs are derived from coordinates of the full 
length enzymes. Colored bars underneath each structure denote the modules contained within 
each structure; white segments are deleted. The number of amino acids in each construct is 
noted. Measured catalytic rate enhancements relative to the uncatalyzed second-order rate, 
(kcat/KM)/knon, are plotted on vertical scales aligned in the center of the figure and colored from 
blue to red. (Adapted from .[27]). 	   	  
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Fig. 3 

Figure 3. Amino acid specificity spectra of Class I LeuRS and Class II HisRS2 Urzymes. The 
net free energy for specificity of Class I and II Urzymes for cognate (ref) vs heterologous amino 
acids (i), ie., DG(kcat/KM)ref – DG(kcat/KM)amino acid (i), is approximately 1 kcal/mole for both Class I 
and II Urzymes (center). Class I amino acids are blue; Class II amino acids are green. Bold 
colors denote substrates from the homologous Class, pastel colors denote heterologous 
substrates (Adapted from [28]). 
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Fig. 4 

Figure 4. Active sites of Class I (blue) and Class II (red) aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Binding 
sites for ATP and amino acid are buried in Class I, and much closer to the surface in Class II 
aaRS. Conserved active-site residues that motivated Rodin and Ohno to advance their 
sense/antisense coding hypothesis (labeled spheres) are drawn exclusively from the set of 
substrates activated by the other class, as indicated by respective colors. B. Exclusive use of 
catalytic residues drawn from the opposite amino acid class enforces a strong interdependence 
with significant parallels to hypercyclic interdependence described by Eigen as a solution to the 
problem of sustaining meaningful sequence information at high error rates.	  
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Fig. 5 

Figure 5. Incorporating the physical chemistry of amino acid side chain phase transfer free 
energies into protein folding and genetic coding unifies Crick’s adaptor hypothesis about the 
need for transfer RNA [53] with his Central Dogma of Molecular Biology [54], which is 
represented by the orange-brown triangle at the top of the tetrahedron formed by linkages of all 
three of its vertices with the amino acid transfer free energies at the bottom vertex. This figure 
clarifies biological relationships between chemistry (deterministic) and biology (Darwinian) and 
between fixed and variable components of living organisms (Adapted from [20] and [3]). 
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Fig. 6 

Figure 6. Experimental characterization of bidirectional coding in early ancestral amino acyl-
tRNA synthetase evolution (represented by the bi-colored gene at the center [2]) and coding 
relationships associated with tRNA identity-determining bases (Green ellipse; [20]) reveal 
important elements of a minimal, efficient feedback loop (arrows) that is necessary and 
sufficient to drive the search for an optimal genetic code. Analogy with the installation of a 
computer operating system suggests the term “boot block” to describe this feedback loop. 
Central to this notion is that gene sequences on opposite strands of the ancestral gene were 
able, when subjected to the physical forces in water (the green ellipse) and consequent protein 
folding to convert their primary amino acid sequences into three-dimensional structures capable 
of specific recognition of both amino acid and tRNA substrates (ribbon cartoons). These folded 
structures then, together, assumed responsibility for enforcing the very rules by which they were 
originally synthesized. This configuration has the elements of self-recognition necessary and 
sufficient to form a computational closed-loop as described by Hofstadter [78].  

 


